WHAT IS OPERATIONS & SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT?

Utilizing a firm’s resources efficiently to produce quality goods and services. Operations managers help to lower production costs, boost the quality of goods and services, and allow the firm to respond to customer demands quickly. Essentially, it is the management of the flow of goods and services to the customer. Operations management not only happens in a production facility, like a plant or warehouse, but also in the service sector. In fact, many operations jobs today relate to the services a company provides its customers.

OPERATIONS & SUPPLY CHAIN INDUSTRIES

Planning. Determine the amount of resources a firm needs, both physical and human resources, to create a final product or service; Design the sequence and order of work activities that must be completed; Create a time schedule to ensure delivery of final product.

Quality Control. Analyze and measure the quality of the work completed against standards; Create and implement ways to monitor firm effectiveness and output; Identify methods for improvement and procedures for handling defective or inferior goods.

Logistics & Distribution. Handle the technical details for delivering products or services to the customer including transportation, inventory management, warehousing and distribution, and compliance with government regulations; May work with technology, robots, or other computer-aided devices.

Inventory & Procurement. Manage receiving, storage, and shipping of goods, including raw materials and finished products; Ensure work activities result in accurate order entry, efficient shipment tracking, and timely delivery of goods to customer while minimizing costs. May identify new sources of raw materials, technology, or other supplies. Perform risk management and sustainability work as well as re-manufacturing.

PREPARING FOR YOUR CAREER...

As cited by top area recruiters, you will need:

- The ability to work under pressure with a sense of urgency
- Attention to detail and the ability to deliver results on a deadline
- Experience in forecasting, planning, adaptability, and innovation
- To possess strong interpersonal skills and the ability to communicate with others from diverse backgrounds
- Proficiency in Excel - can create formulas, analyze data, and present findings

HOW TO GET HIRED

Get certified. Professional certifications can help you compete and train you in technical areas like TQM (Total Quality Management), Six Sigma, Theory of Constraints, Lean Manufacturing.

Here are some certifications:
- Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP)
- Certified in Production & Inventory Management (CPIM)
- Certified Professional in Supply Chain Management (CPSM)
- SCOR Professional (SCOR/P)

cscmp.org

You might enjoy operations & supply chain management if inefficiency drives you crazy; you think on your feet; you map out every step of your to-do list; you’re logical; you’re known for your attention to detail; you often think there must be a better way

RIGHT NOW IN OPERATIONS

The largest amount of job growth in the US is in the South and Southeast. Most of the jobs are also located in the Southeast.

Trends in Operations & Supply Chain Management are a continued focus on technology and the opportunity to capitalize on green initiatives through the supply chain.
Quick Facts for Supply Chain Managers:

Field Growth:
+12% in North Carolina
+6% Nationally

NC Salary Range: $65,920 - $192,150

Median National Income: $110,630

Source: onetonline.org

Unc Charlotte Grads

84% of 2019 UNC Charlotte Operations & Supply Chain Graduates were employed full time. Their average salary was $51,675. *with a 80.52% knowledge rate.

Get Involved!

Student Organizations & Professional Organizations

Student Chapter of Professional Organization
American Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS)

Professional Organizations
Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP)
Institute of Supply Management (ISM)
Supply Chain Council (SCC)
American Society for Transportation and Logistics (ASTL)
Warehousing Education and Research Council (WERC)
Production and Operations Management Society (POMS)

Internships make candidates more competitive in the job market, and many employers hire entry level positions from their internship programs. More information can be found at belkcollege.uncc.edu/internships

Sample Job Titles

Supply Chain Analyst • Operations or Logistics Analyst • Purchasing or Materials Manager • Project Manager • Master Planner or Scheduler • Demand Planner • Operations or Distributions Manager • Global Logistics Officer • Quality Control Manager • Traffic Analyst • Inventory Specialist • Process Analyst

For more information, visit:

Niblock Student Center, Belk College of Business, Friday 305, belkcollege.uncc.edu
University Career Center, Atkins 150, career.uncc.edu

Unc Charlotte Belk College of Business

Niblock Student Center

University Career Center carnets.uncc.edu